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Analysis of Growth Performance Data in Sidama Goats 
using Fixed and Random Regression Models

Kefelegn K*, Asmamaw Y, Solomon M and Ajebu N
Haramaya University, School of Animal and Range Sciences, Ethiopia

Introduction
Based upon the species of farm animals, several traits such as 

milk yield, body weight gain, feed intake and longevity are used for 
selection of candidate animals as the genetic evaluation is practiced 
[1]. As mentioned by Meyer [2] growth of animals is a prime example 
of a trait measured repeatedly per individual along a continuous 
scale (time) which changes gradually and continually and can be 
modelled using random regressions [3]. In any meat producing 
goat industry, body weight and average daily gain are considered 
to be important components for market meat production. Random 
regression models have been utilized to describe a linear mixed 
model including appropriate covariates to model the effect of time 
on repeated records as fixed and random terms [4]. Using random 
regression models there is no need to correct towards certain 
landmark ages [3].

The objectives of this study were to compare the growth curve 
of animals in different treatments and to evaluate the differences in  

 
body weight gains caused by the different rations in the treatments 
and their implications on choosing a ration. 

Materials and Methods
Description of the study area

This study was conducted at Dilla Agricultural, Technical, 
Vocational, Education and Training College, which is situated 365 
km south of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The area lies at a latitude of 6° 
27’ N and 38° 30’ E longitude with an altitude ranging from 1550-
1700 m.a.s.l. The mean annual temperature is 20.7° C and relative 
humidity ranging from 60-70%. The annual rainfall varies between 
1100-1300mm. 

Experimental animals and treatments

In this experiment a total of 25 male intact Sidama goats with a 
live weight of 15.13kg ± 1.4 (mean ± SD) were purchased from the 
local market and stayed in quarantine house for three weeks. The 
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Abstract 
Most statistical approaches in experiments of feeding trial are based on the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and least square 

regressions. However, most of the time, the assumption that data are independent is violated since several measurements are taken 
on the same subject (repeated measures). In addition, the presence of intra- and interobservers variability can potentially obscure 
significant differences.

In this study, repeated records of body weight gains on goats were analyzed fitting fixed and random regression models. Up to 
eight ‘repeated records’ per goat, measured between 10th and 80th day of age post the time of initial body weight recording, were 
available for analysis.

The objectives of this study were to compare the growth curve of animals in different treatments and to evaluate the differences 
in body weight gains caused by different rations in the treatments and their implications on choosing a ration.

Results showed that a linear regression on age modelled changes in variation of body weight gain adequately. A ration with E. 
brucei leaf was found to provide goat with good body weight gain with a minimum cost of ration.
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goats were treated against internal and external parasites. They 
were housed in individual pens with access to individual feeding 
and watering troughs.  

Experimental feeds and treatments

Grass hay (having a crude protein [CP] of 9.2%) and leaves from 
Erythrina brucei trees (CP ≈ 25.7%) were made available for this 
experiment from the study area. Cotton seed meal (CP ≈ 45.3%) 
was purchased from nearby oil processing plant.

The experimental animals were divided into five animals per 
treatment. The treatments consisted of hay (control, T1) and hay 
supplemented with 300 g DM/day/head of cotton seed meal and E. 
brucei leaf combined in different proportion (Table 1).

Table 1: Experimental treatments and proportions of feeds used.

 Treatments     Hay     Cotton seed 
Meal (%)   E. Brucei (%)

       T1 (control) ad libitum 0 0

       T2 ad libitum 100 0

       T3 ad libitum 67 33

       T4 ad libitum 33 67

       T5 ad libitum 0 100

Body weight measurements

Following a three week acclimatization period, growth data 
were collected over an 80-day feeding trial. Each goat was weighed 
at the beginning of the experiment (initial body weight, IBW) and 
every successive ten-day thereafter. All goats were weighed during 
morning hours after overnight fasting using suspended weighing 
scale having sensitivity of 100 grams.  

Statistical Methods
Model selection approaches

Growth traits such as body weight and average daily gains 
are important response indicators in goats. The typical repeated 
measures experiment in animal research consists of animals 
randomly assigned to different treatments and with responses 
measured on each animal over a sequence of time points. In this 
study, for the analysis of growth traits, repeated records of body 
weight gain were collected.

Responses measured on the same animal over a sequence 
of time points are correlated because they contain a common 
contribution from the animal. Moreover, measures on the same 
animal close in time tend to be highly correlated than measures far 
apart in time. Also, variances of repeated measures often change 
and increase steadily with time. Since the potential patterns of 
correlation and variation may combine to produce a complicated 
covariance structure, these feature of repeated measures data 
require special methods of statistical analysis [5]. Standard 
regression and ANOVA methods may produce invalid results 
because they require mathematical assumptions that do not hold 
with repeated measures data.

The general linear mixed model allows the capability to address 
these issues directly by using the MIXED MODEL procedure of 

the SAS System [6]. Thus, in this study, for analyzing the data on 
repeated records of body weight gains using linear mixed model a 
two-step modelling approach was used. The first step models and 
compares the expected value structure by using the ML Method, 
while the second step models and compares the covariance 
structure by using the REML Method [6,7]. 

Modelling the expected value structure

Depending on the age of animals, the description of growth 
traits like body weight and average daily gains can be modelled 
using polynomials of 1st-5th degree [8-10].

In this first step, the selection of an optimum model for the 
expected value structure is found by incorporating fixed effects 
to be tested in the different models through the use of fixed 
regression model where selection of an optimum model is carried 
out by considering uncorrelated residual effects and homogenous 
variance assumptions.

In order to realize this, we make use of the modelling approach 
applied by polynomials. This approach requires n covariates. Let 
tmax be the maximal length of feeding period (in this study, tmax = 
80 days). In an attempt to achieve better convergence properties, 
the covariates are expressed as a function of the standardized days-
on-test, i.e., t = DT/tmax (with DT = days-on-test). It holds true that: 
x0(t) = 1.0, x1(t) = t; x2(t) = t2; and xn(t) = tn. These covariates are 
well-suited for the description of growth curves. Furthermore, it is 
possible to stay within the class of linear models.

Accordingly, the body weight gain of goat l, from treatment 
i, having an initial body weight of j, on days-on-test of k for the 
standardized days-on-test t = tijkl/tmax is given by:
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In this working model, bi0 to bin stand for fixed regression 

coefficients of treatment i, ) , , , ,1()( 32 ntttttx =  is the vector 
of covariates formed according to polynomials and represents 
random residual effects.

By the comparison and finally selection of an optimum model 
using the above polynomial models, the aim will be to find the best 
order of fit for the fixed regression on age to model population 
trajectory.

In contrast to the usual modelling of experimental effects, 
the effect of treatment in {1} is modelled by the respective fixed 
regression coefficients. Thus, differences between the treatments 
are expressed by different patterns of the growth curves. The 
resulting flexibility can be used for the calculation of average body 
weight gains for different sub-periods of the growth time. For the 
analysis of the data with model {1}, the following SAS statement 
can be used:

PROC MIXED DATA=GOAT METHOD=ML;
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CLASS TRT DT;

MODEL BWG = TRT IBW DT X1(TRT) X2(TRT) ... Xn (TRT)/
NOINT;

In the MODEL-statement X1, …, Xn are the covariates for the 
description of the different treatment specific growth curves. By 
using the option NOINT, the general mean is estimated together 
with the treatment effects.

Modelling the covariance structure

In this second step, the selection of an optimum model for the 
covariance structure is done by using the optimum model chosen 
for the expected value structure (sections “Modelling the Expected 
Value Structure”) and then by incorporating the random effect part 
(i.e. additive genetic effect of an animal) in the different models to 
be tested. This is realized by using random regression model (RRM) 
where selection of an optimum model for the covariance structure 
is accomplished by considering correlated residual effects and 
heterogeneous variance assumptions. The classical random 
regression model involves a random intercept and slope for each 
subject.

Dependencies between repeated body weight gains of a goat 
have to be modelled with the help of covariance structures. In order 
to realize this, goat specific random regression coefficients al0 – aln 
are introduced as deviations from the fixed regression coefficients, 
where the value of n should not be greater than that found for the 
optimum model of the expected value structure.

Let al = (al0, …, aln)’ be the vector of the random regression 
coefficients of goat l and  let x = (x0, x1, …, xn)’ be the vector of the 
covariates. Then, the following random regression model for days-
on-test can be written from {1}:
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In model {2}, all random effects are assumed to be normally 
distributed with a mean value of 0. Additionally, we assume that 
all random effects associated with different goats are generally 
independent of each other. By using the covariate matrix Al and the 
residual variance between body weight gains of a goat at time point 
t1 and t2:
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Furthermore, all goats in model {2} were treated as unrelated. 
For the vectors of the random regression coefficients of two goats l 
and l*, it follows: cov(al, a´l*) = 0. The following SAS statements can 
be used to analyze the data with model {2}:

PROC MIXED DATA=GOAT METHOD=REML;

CLASS TRT DT GOAT;

MODEL BWG = TRT IBW DT X1(TRT) X2(TRT) ... Xn(TRT)/
NOINT;

RANDOM INT X1 X2 ... Xn/SUBJECT=GOAT TYPE=UN;

If n=0 in model {2}, this means that one random effect per goat 
is included and that the covariance function in {3} is of the form:

 Here, 12 1δ =    for 1 2t t=  ; in all other cases, 12 0δ = . Because of the 
above formula, all pairs of measurements on the same goat have 
the same correlation. Thus, the correlation between two measures 
at time t1 and t2 is:
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Up to now, the covariance structure has been modelled by using 
goat specific random effects only. In the following, the residual 
covariance structure of model {2} will be extended further [2].

Let e(t) be the residual effect of a goat for the body weight 
gain on days-on-test of t. Then, let us use the following model: 
e(t) = e1(t) + e2(t). Here, e1(t) stands for the component of the 
serial correlation between repeated measurements for a goat, 
e2(t) denotes the component for the residual error with equal 
variance for all measurements. The residual effects for the latter 
are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. The 
model for the serial covariance structure is completed by adding a 
distance correlation function g. This function is selected in such a 
way that all residual effects e1(t) of a goat have the same variance 
and that the correlation between two such effects is always positive 
but decreases monotonically with increasing temporal distance 
between two measurements for the same goat. Then, the variance 
and covariance function of the residual effects of a goat are given 
by:
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Here, d = 21 tt − is the temporal distance between two 
measurement points. Frequently used functions are the Gaussian 
function and the exponential serial correlation function:
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The two functions are always positive and decrease 
monotonically with increasing temporal difference d. They are 
continuous at d = 0 and meet the requirement that g(0) = 1. In {5}, 
ρ is an unknown parameter greater than 0. The smaller the value of 
ρ, the stronger the function g decreases with increasing value of d. 
Model {2}, extended with the exponential correlation function, can 
be fitted with the following SAS statements:

PROC MIXED DATA=GOAT METHOD=REML;

CLASS TRT DT GOAT;

MODEL BWG = TRT IBW DT X1(TRT) X2(TRT) ... Xn(TRT)/NOINT;

RANDOM INT X1 X2 ... Xn/SUBJECT=GOAT TYPE=UN;
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REPEATED/SUBJECT=GOAT TYPE=SP(EXP)(TIME) LOCAL;

Once the optimum model for the covariance structure is found 
in this second step, then the analysis of time trends for treatments 
by estimating and comparing means (i.e., tests of fixed effects) can 
be done with the help of t- and F-tests (Tukey-Tests) [5,11,12].

Model Selection Methods

With regard to practical applications, the choice of statistical 
models is of greatest importance. In the next sections, the use of 
Likelihood-Ratio Tests and information criteria for model selection 
will be illustrated.

Likelihood-ratio test (LRT)

The LRT is a statistical test of the quality of fit of two hierarchically 
nested models. A model is hierarchically subordinated to another 
model if the former can be reduced to a special case of the latter 
by setting one or more of its parameters to zero or to fixed values. 
Therefore, the subordinated model is denoted as restricted and the 
hierarchically higher model is denoted as unrestricted. The null 
hypothesis is that both models are the same (extra parameters 
do not improve the fit). If we fail to reject the null hypothesis, 
the restricted model, because of its simpler form (and yet, its 
comparable explanatory power), is to be preferred. The likelihood 
ratio test is used to make sure that the unrestricted model indeed 
returns a (significantly) better result than the restricted model.

The likelihood ratio test statistic is given by:

2
ˆ( ) ˆ ˆ2 log 2log ( ) 2 log ( ) ~ ( )ˆ( )
s

s g
g
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θ θ θ χ
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The LRT statistic approximately follows a chi-square 
distribution. The degrees of freedom are equal to the number of 
restrictions in the extended model, which means that model (s) can 
be obtained as a special case of (g). Thus, the degrees of freedom 
are given by the number of variance components that need to be set 
to zero in the general model (g) to obtain the restricted model (s).

There has been concern that the use of LRT to determine the 
“best” model to fit the data might favor over parameterized models, 
thus this test does not favor parsimonious models. This led to the 
use of information criteria – sometimes also referred to as penalized 
likelihoods - which adjust for number of parameters estimated and 
sample size. 

Information criteria

For the comparison of models without hierarchical structures, 
the information criteria of Akaike [13-15] and its modification by 
Hurvich & Tsai [16,17] and also the criterion by Schwarz [18-21] 
can be used. 

When using the Maximum-Likelihood (ML) method, the 
calculations of these criteria for comparing the expected value 
structure are given by:

2 ( )2 log
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 and

 2log ( ) log( )ML XBIC L p q n= − + + .

Here, pX is the rank of the design matrix X for the fixed effects, q 
is the number of variance components to be estimated and n is the 
number of records per animal.

The comparison of the covariance structure by identical 
expected value structure will be done using the Restricted 
Maximum-Likelihood (REML) method and the calculations of the 
criteria are given by:

1qn
nq2Llog2AICC RREML −−

+−=
  

and
  

)nlog(qLlog2BIC RREML +−= .

Both criteria (i.e., AICC and BIC) use the number of variance 
components as penalty to balance the log-likelihood value. The 
penalty imposed by BIC is more severe than that imposed by AICC. 
The best model (of all competing models) is the one with the lowest 
criterion value. The ranking of models by their AICC or BIC values 
assumes the existence of identical fixed parameter structures in all 
competing models [22,23].

A comparison of the criteria shows, AICC tends to prefer 
complex models while that of BIC tends to prefer simpler models 
for selection.

Results and Discussions
Descriptive statistics

A summary results of the data on body weight gain over the 
different sub-periods, i.e. from day 10 (t10) up to day 80 (t80), is 
given in the table below.

Table 2: Descriptive statistic results of body weight gain (kg) of goats across the five treatments measured on eight consecutive times (t10 to t80).

DT*** n
Treatment

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

t10 5
14.6(1.52)* 16.2(2.05)* 16.4(2.30)* 16.2(0.84)* 15.6(0.89)*

[13.0;17.0]** [13.0;18.0]** [14.0;20.0]** [15.0;17.0]** [15.0;17.0]**

t20 5
14.7(1.30)* 16.6(2.03)* 16.7(2.17)* 16.3(0.69)* 16.1(0.87)*

[13.6;16.6]** [13.5;19.0]** [14.4;20.0]** [15.3;17.2]** [15.4;17.5]**

t30 5
14.8(1.30)* 17.0(1.58)* 17.2(1.92)* 16.6(0.55)* 16.4(0.89)*

[14.0;17.0]** [15.0;19.0]** [15.0;20.0]** [16.0;17.0]** [16.0;18.0]**
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t40 5
15.0(1.22)* 17.6(1.52)* 17.6(2.30)* 17.4(0.89)* 16.8(0.84)*

[14.0;17.0]** [16.0;20.0]** [15.0;21.0]** [16.0;18.0]** [16.0;18.0]**

t50 5
15.2(1.30)* 18.2(1.92)* 18.4(2.61)* 18.0(0.71)* 17.4(0.89)*

[14.0;17.0]** [16.0;21.0]** [15.0;22.0]** [17.0;19.0]** [17.0;19.0]**

t60 5
15.2(1.30)* 18.6(1.52)* 19.0(2.24)* 18.6(0.55)* 17.8(1.30)*

[14.0;17.0]** [17.0;21.0]** [16.0;22.0]** [18.0;19.0]** [17.0;20.0]**

t70 5
15.6(1.52)* 19.2(1.48)* 19.2(2.59)* 19.0(1.00)* 18.4(0.89)*

[14.0;18.0]** [17.0;21.0]** [16.0;23.0]** [18.0;20.0]** [18.0;20.0]**

t80 5
16.0(1.50)* 19.8(1.63)* 20.1(2.73)* 19.7(0.71)* 19.2(0.90)*

[14.6;18.40]** [17.4;22.0]** [16.8;23.9]** [19.0;20.9]** [18.7;20.8]**

*  ( )y SD ; **  ];[ maxmin yy ; *** DT = days-on-test, implies the number of days elapsed post IBW recording at the start of the test

The results shown in Table 2 reveal differences in body weight 
gain among the different treatments. This was expected as the 
proportions of feed ingredients differed across treatments resulting 
in different nutritional compositions.

With repeated measures data, an obvious first graph to 
consider is the scatter plot of the weight of animals against time. 
Means plotted in Figure 1 show increase in body weight gains 
over time for all treatments slowly and steadily with age. One can 
see a clear difference of the body weight gain records at different 
measurement times.

Figure 1: Mean body weight gain for goats of age 10 to 80 days 
post IBW recording.

The profile for treatment T1 (the basal diet) shows body 
weight gains less than for other treatments (i.e., treatments T2, T3, 
T4 and T5) on all days. Profiles for treatments T2, T3, T4 and T5 
show considerable increase in body weight gain corresponding to 
increases in dietary supplement feeding.

Modelling the expected value structure

The table below gives the results found for the different models 
tested to find an optimum model for the expected value structure. 
The summarized models given in the table are analysis results from 
the fixed regression model with uncorrelated residual effects and 
homogenous variance assumptions.

It is to emphasize that decisions made here only apply in 
relation to the expected value structure but not on the confidence 

interval and significance tests of the fixed effects used in the model. 
That is possible only after optimization of the covariance structure 
has been done.

As can be seen from the results in the above table, four models, 
i.e. M1, …, M4, are given in increasing order of complexity. In this 
regards M1 is only given as a demonstration purpose to show the 
development of the different models tested. This model does not 
allow a time-dependent estimation of the model effects.

According to the -2logL, AICC and BIC values given for the four 
models, M1 is found to be the least chosen, as it has the largest 
values for -2logL, AICC and BIC. A substantial decrease in the values 
of -2logL, AICC and BIC can be seen for the other models (M2, M3, 
and M4), where the decrease in M4 is the highest so that this model 
is chosen to be the optimum model. The models M1, …, M3 can be 
seen as special cases of M4 that are found through substituting one 
or more fixed effects in M4 by zero.

Testing of additional models beyond M4 with a quadratic 
and above polynomial for the effect of treatment has led to no 
improvement in decreasing the values of AICC and BIC as was the 
case in M4. As a consequence, considering quadratic and above 
polynomials is left out.

Modelling the covariance structure

The table below gives the results found for the different models 
tested to find an optimum model for the covariance structure. 
The summarized models (M5, …, M8) given in the table below are 
analysis results from the random regression model with correlated 
residual effects and heterogeneous variance assumptions.

As can be seen from the results in the above table, four models, 
i.e. M5, …, M8, are given in increasing order of complexity. According 
to the -2logL, AICC and BIC values given for these models, M5 is 
found to be the least chosen, as it has the largest values for -2logL, 
AICC and BIC. A substantial decrease in the values of -2logL, AICC 
and BIC can be seen for the other models (M6, M7, and M8), where 
the decrease in M8 is the highest so that this model is chosen to be 
the optimum model. The models M5, …, M7 can be seen as special 
cases of M8 that are found through substituting one or more random 
effects in M8 by zero. Besides, the analysis results of the restricted 
likelihood ratio test show a significant improvement as one goes 
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from M5 to M8 even though the number of model parameters 
increased from 1 in M5 to 12 in M8.

Comparing table 3 vs. 4, a considerable decrease in the values 
of the estimates for -2logL, AICC, and BIC has been achieved in table 

4 (RRM) than table 3 (FRM). Hence random regression models fit 
the data better than fixed regression models. Random regression 
models took into account that measurements are not all done at the 
same age. 

Table 3: Estimated error variance ( 2
eσ̂ ), with -2 multiplied Log-Likelihood function (-2logL), results of LRT and differences for the information criteria 

AICC and BIC.

Number Models for the EVS P (px) 2
eσ̂ -2logL ∆ -2logL (p-value) DF ∆ AICC ∆  BIC

M1 MODEL BWG = TRT /NOINT;
5

3.10 793.8 375.9 
(<0.001) 14 353.3 322.9

(4)

M2 MODEL BWG = TRT IBW /NOINT;
6

1.65 667.5 249.8 
(<0.001) 13 229.1 201.8

(5)

M3 MODEL BWG = TRT IBW DT /NOINT;
14

0.57 793.8 35.6 
(<0.001) 5 28.5 20.0

(13)

M4 MODEL BWG = TRT IBW DT X1(FG)/NOINT;
19

0.47 417.9 0 0 0 0
(18)

M1, …, M4 = Model 1, …, Model 4; EVS = Expected Value Structure; TRT = Treatmet; DT = Days-on-Test; IBW = Initial Body Weight; p = Number of 
fixed effects; pX = Rank of the design matrix for the fixed effects; DF = degrees of freedom for the likelihood-ratio test (LRT); ∆  -2logL,  AICC and ∆
BIC = Differences of the respective -2logL, AICC and BIC to Model M4.

Table 4: With -2 multiplied restricted Log-Likelihood (-2RlogL), Results of LRT and differences of the information criteria AICC and BIC.

Number Models for the CS q -2RlogL ∆ -2RlogL (p-value) DF ∆ AICC ∆  BIC

M1 MODEL BWG = TRT IBW DT X1(TRT) / NOINT; 1 446.6 183.1 
 (<0.001) 11 172.7 169.0

M6
MODEL BWG = TRT IBW DT X1(TRT)/NOINT;

RANDOM INT / SUBJECT=GOAT TYPE=UN;
2 305.3 41.8 

 (<0.001) 10 33.5 29.0

M7
MODEL BWG = TRT IBW DT X1(TRT) / NOINT;

RANDOM INT X1 / SUBJECT=GOAT TYPE=UN;
4 285.9 22.4 

 (<0.001) 8 18.2 16.0

M8

MODEL BWG = TRT IBW DT X1(TRT) / NOINT;

RANDOM INT X1 / SUBJECT=GOAT TYPE=UN;

REPEATED / SUBJECT=GOAT TYPE=SP(EXP)(TIME) 
LOCAL;

12 263.5 0 0 0 0

CS = Covariance structure; q= Number of covariance parameters; DF=degrees of freedom for the restricted likelihood-ratio test (RLRT); ∆ -2logL,  ∆
AICC and ∆BIC = Differences of the respective -2logL, AICC and BIC to Model M8.

Once the covariance structure has been chosen the results for 
the tests of fixed effects can be interpreted.

Tests of fixed effects: Comparing the effect of treatments 
on body weight gains

T1 compared with other treatments (i.e. T2, T3, T4 and T5) 
has a significantly lower body weight gain. This supports the fact 
that raising the level of crude protein in treatments T2, …, T5 has 
resulted a significant increase of body weight gain.

There was no significant difference in body weight gain between 
T2 and T3. Similarly, no significant difference in body weight gain 
was observed between T2 and T4. Since the proportion of cotton-
seed-meal and E. brucei across these treatments is different (i.e. T2 
> T3 > T4), the cost of the rations for these treatments also differ 
(i.e. cost of the ration for T4 < T3 < T2).  Thus, from least cost feed 

formulation point of view T4 is better to recommend than T2 and 
T3.

T4 vs. T5 has no significant difference in body weight gain. 
However, since T4 has some proportions of cotton-seed-meal in the 
ration, the cost of T4 is more than that of T5. Thus, again from least 
cost feed formulation point of view T5 is better to recommend than 
T4.

This work demonstrated the nutritive potential of E brucei 
leaves relative to cotton-seed-meal through conventional feeding 
trials. The conclusions made above need to be confirmed on further 
studies. Further studies on Sidama goats and other related breeds 
are necessary to provide sufficient information as to the decision 
to be made regarding the choice of an optimum level of E. brucei in 
relation to achieved body weight gain and cost of the ration (Table 
5).
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Table 5: Comparison of the effect of treatment on body weight gain.

Least Square Means of the Treatments

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

15.86 18 17.71 17.45 17.03

Treatment 
comparisons Estimate Standard 

Error t-Value p-Value

T1 vs. T2 -2.14 0.42 -5.09 <0.0001

T1 vs. T3 -1.85 0.43 -4.33 <0.0001

T1 vs. T4 -1.59 0.42 -3.74 0.0003

T1 vs. T5 -1.17 0.42 -2.76 0.0065

T2 vs. T3 0.29 0.42 0.7 0.4864

T2 vs. T4 0.56 0.42 1.33 0.1867

T2 vs. T5 0.97 0.42 2.31 0.0222

T3 vs. T4 0.26 0.42 0.63 0.5311

T3 vs. T5 0.68 0.42 1.61 0.1085

T4 vs. T5 0.41 0.42 0.99 0.3251
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